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Welcome: Quickly introduce Laura Lee from Education NC, Mark Schultz from the Herald-Sun and Fiona Morgan from Free Press and its project, News Voices North 
Carolina. We’ll hear a bit more about them as we move through this discussion. But to start:

The phrase community engagement might seem like just the latest buzzword. For many local journalists, this has been part of the core. And it’s probably a necessary part 
of the future, which we’ll get into. But let me also say what it isn’t.
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It’s not just feel-good talk. It’s not about gathering around the campfire to sing songs and roast marshmallows, though that’s ok too. This is about the core purpose of 
what we do: serving communities. It’s also about survival. So I think community engagement should be top of mind if you consider two key questions:




1. Do you need direct support from your community / 
audience to keep producing news and information? 

2. How should you be operating today and in the next 
few years to earn and keep that support?



What’s new about “community engagement?”

• Andrew DeVigal’s engagement as “continuum” and 
Membership Puzzle Project’s mega report — News orgs 
are learning together and sharing in public 

• From reporter outreach to subscription asks: 
Engagement means being intentional about 
relationships with community and audiences 

• Distinguish from digital engagement metrics (though 
those also matter, and are related)

These aren’t brand-new ideas but there are many new efforts to consider audiences not as general users of your content but as specific stakeholders you serve: whether 
those are subscribers, members or just readers and viewers. Know what you want from that relationship. Someone called it thinking of audience as friends and family: 
how do you communicate, keep them posted, keep up the relationship?


https://medium.com/lets-gather/the-continuum-of-engagement-89778f9d6c3a
https://membershippuzzle.org/articles-overview/our-guide-to-the-future-of-audience


Ways to think about engagement:

• Considering news and information as service (public 
service/ mission, and practical service/ value) 

• Considering community / audience as starting point 
vs. afterthought 

• Building communication and process into a larger idea of 
an ongoing relationship: set of tools and practices, not 
just one tactic. 

• All or none of above: Specific to you and your mission/
community/audience

Here are a few thoughts: We use the word service a lot for news. I like it because it works both for mission and for the business. We serve the public interest, or we 
should. But we also deliver a service that people will fund if they find it valuable. It all has to start with the needs of the community and the audience (whether that’s 
geographic or community of interest). It’s part of a larger idea. It’s specific to your organization’s role and mission. And it’s an active pursuit, not passive behavior 
assuming your audience is interested

.



Let’s begin with Mark Schultz, who is managing editor of the Herald-Sun in Durham. Marks’ a veteran journalist who worked in Chapel Hill and Durham for the Herald-
Sun and The News & Observer for years before McClatchy bought the Herald-Sun a few years back. Since I’ve known him Mark has had strong habits of reaching out 
and talking to community. So I’ve asked him to talk now about a project his team is doing on gentrification.



Mark will describe.



Mark will describ.



Mark will describe.



Engagement is part of a national conversation on 
how independent journalism can survive and thrive 

I thought I’d share a few examples outside North Carolina to give you a sense of how engagement is being woven into the core of news and sparking new initiatives and 
also some new revenue models.



ProPublica has built engagement into its core over 10 years, lots of experiments and with increasing 
success — including a jump in individual donations.


ProPublica is the national leader on engagement, in my view — I you look at their site you’ll see their invitations to get involved, and also a whole section that reports on 
the impact of their stories. They’ve seen a large bump in individual donations, which is helping them grow, do more work and raise more money.



This is a new endeavor from the Cedar Rapids Gazette, a Gannett paper in Iowa that launched the Iowa Ideas festival last year and is building this into a vertical fairly 
rapidly.



This is the Tennessean in Nashville, which created a staff role for diversity, inclusion and engagement. This included meetings with “alienated groups” - Among them, 
local Muslims, gun owners, others. Series on cost of change in Nashville grew out of these meetings. Ongoing.

https://www.americanpressinstitute.org/publications/listening-tennessean/


And this is a new platform called Gather, which has many more examples of innovation and engagement along with a raft of resources and a robust conversation about 
what works and what doesn’t.



Education NC in our own state has put engagement in the middle of its efforts to convene conversations and reporting on education issues. I’m going to ask Laura Lee, 
who is a lawyer by training and has worked at NPR and WUNC before coming aboard at WUNC, to not just talk about but also demonstrate a text-message tool called 
Reach NC Voices. 

https://app.cityzen.io/Meeting/Index/2458?offlineEventId=53&HTTPSRedirected=true


What perspectives do you bring 
to your community?

Fiona Morgan is a former journalist who reported for the Independent in Durham and has worked as a researcher, reporter and facilitator on many projects at the 
intersection of journalism and public policy. Fiona is journalism director for a nonprofit called Free Press. She also has worn other hats — and produced a big report on 
North Carolina’s local news scene for Democracy Fund. She’s here to talk about an engagement project that is based in the community with outreach to journalists. It’s 
coming at these questions from the community, and I wanted her to share what she’s heard along the way about how people view local news and what they want.



Engagement means listening and responding to what you hear

Fiona




News Voices: North Carolina

• Community-based 
engagement  

• Bringing communities into 
conversation about news 

• Focus on underserved 

• Fostering healthy news 
environment 

• Not just audience, but 
constituency for local news

Fiona




Community engagement for local news: Resources

• Join Gather, a collaborative platform with case studies, resources and more: https://
www.letsgather.in 

• Membership Puzzle Project’s Guide to Audience Revenue and Engagement: https://
www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/guide-to-audience-revenue-and-engagement.php 

• American Press Institute’s Better News (comprehensive set of resources, ongoing): 
https://betternews.org and understanding why people subscribe https://
www.americanpressinstitute.org/publications/reports/survey-research/news-subscriber-
types/ 

• Democracy Fund’s Local Fix weekly newsletter: https://tinyletter.com/localfix 

• News Integrity Initiative’s “Year of Listening” resources: https://theyearoflistening.org/
author/theyearoflistening/

I’ve left handouts at the back of the room and will share my deck with Phil Lucey for anyone who wants it. I’m also at melanie.sill@gmail.com if you’d like to talk further 
about these ideas or Democracy Fund’s work in North Carolina. Thank you!
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